About the business and the role
Ngamuru Advisory provides strategic and commercial advice primarily to Government clients
by people who are passionate about delivering government projects better for the benefit of
the taxpayer.
We aim to inspire and enable our clients to deliver great projects and initiatives for the good
of the nation. We provide practical, common-sense and effective advice and assistance to
our clients.
Ngamuru Advisory is based in Canberra with staff in Melbourne, but operates throughout
Australia. We are a joint venture that includes Clayton Utz one of Australia’s leading law
firms.
Ngamuru Advisory offers you the opportunity to:


work on a variety of high profile projects, engagements and programs



apply your specialist advisory/project management skills to help clients achieve their
goals



build meaningful and productive relationships with government clients and
stakeholders



contribute to, and benefit from, an innovative and dynamic work culture



achieve a healthy work-life balance; and



work with industry recognised professionals.

Ngamuru Advisory is looking for candidates with public sector consulting or Commonwealth
Government experience in one or more of the following areas:


Procurement and contracting



Infrastructure



Data and financial analytics



Health



Probity



Other high-profile Government policy areas

Job tasks and responsibilities
We would be keen to hear from you if you:


are hard-working and a good communicator



can work both autonomously and effectively in a team environment
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are flexible and enjoy a dynamic approach to your job



are a team player and enjoy forming positive and productive relationships with work
colleagues; and



are focussed on client service

Skills and experience
We are looking for motivated professionals with a sound understanding of the public sector,
through public sector employment and/or consulting to the public sector. We are looking for
expertise across a range of skill sets and sectors.
A current security clearance would be advantageous but is not essential.
Full time, part-time and casual positions can be considered for the right candidate.

For any queries about this opportunity, please contact jobs@ngamuru.com
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